
The Church
united together

Keeping our focus
on God

Where do we go
from here?
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BY PASTOR WILLIAM MCCARTY

The family of God and our fellowship together is of vital importance. The enemy knows true
fellowship within the body of Christ produces great power in the earth, particularly in
community. The unity of the family both in a secular sense and in the church is equally
under attack in the days and times we find ourselves navigated. The attacks are no longer
silent and hidden but blatant and robust as we see them regularly on both fronts. The
enemy knows if the body of Christ, the family of faith, were to be unified today as they were
in days of old, we would see society impacted as they did. So, the church is attacked with all
kinds and types of foolishness, divisions, offenses, and various forms of malice as the enemy
uses believers to set traps to derail the body of Christ from being effective in the land. The
world around the church, the communities and surrounding areas that observe the local
church and its “members” or “partners” continually see discord and disconnects. Today it is
easier to withdraw from one another than it is to fix the breeches and divides that come
into our line of sight. We must once again begin the arduous task of turning this aircraft
carrier around and strive to return the place the early church walked in with true authentic
koinonia in place and value this family of faith that we have been graciously afforded. 

Our Faith is in Jesus Christ! While I understand that daily we are all hit with a barrage of
things that seem to derail and disempower our faith, I also understand that if allowed this
will cause the church to be rendered ineffective, inefficient and obsolete in the grand
scheme of this life as the chasms of darkness grow in their deploy daily. The church is
seeing a major decline in the USA. Currently Christians in other countries are sending
missionaries here to reach lost people because they see the cultural dilemma and shift that
has been taking place. Eighty years ago, 73% of the USA’s population went to or identified
with a bible believing Christian church. Today only 42% of the nation is said to go to
“church”. Unfortunately, church is defined as any gathering of mosques, synagogues, cults,
mystic organizations, “other” extra biblical organizations, masonic lodges, eastern star
groups and the list goes on. That 42% is now diluted with many other groups. The reality of
actual Christocentric bible believing church attendance in America would be staggeringly
lower. One Christian poll shows that American patriotism is also viewed as “Christianity”. We
must build our faith in Jesus Christ. That begins with the Word of God. Faith comes by
hearing and hearing by the Word of God. (Romans 10:17) Many believers cannot quotes a
single scripture let alone tell you where to locate it. Many believers struggle even with basic
biblical narratives and the world takes us less and less serious as we become more anemic
in our faith. The body of Christ, the family of Faith, must come together and rebuild the
bedrock of our faith and engage the Word together, worship together, pray together, so
that we can stay together.

It is this staying together that propels the church forward. We must press forward. I will
admit that the seasons that we have been through have been difficult to shake off. They
have been, for the church, like shackles around our feet, quicksand in our path or many
other weighty analogies you can come up with. Forward motion will not and cannot come
without the body of Christ growing in fellowship and faith together. There can be no
alternate agendas, no individual mandates that brood in the silence of the undercurrents of
ministry, as this promotes disconnection and the unfortunate division and deception the
enemy often uses with the wrappings of godly things. We must TRULY, authentically, and
passionately be together. Remember Acts 2 and the 120 in the upper Room. They were
authentically together. It is this connection together and with the Lord and the power of the
Holy Spirit that we move forward. We are called by the Word, in Hebrews 12:1, to lay aside
the weight and the sin that so easily ensnares us and to run the race that is set before us
with endurance. YES, the Lord has plans and a race for every singular individual and every
family of faith unit or local church to accomplish. Forward is an exciting concept to consider
but very daunting when you feel you are standing in the proverbial quicksand of life. I heard
a worship song done in a church in Georgia. The song, “Moving Forward” by Free Chapel
church. It reminded me that the Lord desires and has designed us to not go back to the
things that weigh us down, water us down or waste our valued and vital lives and time on
this earth. Is it easy? NO! Moving forward is at times a great strain, yet when the body of
Christ, The Family of faith are together in right fellowship (Koinonia), walking in the power
of the Holy Spirit, astute in the reality of His Word, then we can move forward no matter the
obstacles we face. Everyone lifting everyone, interceding for one another, truly TOGETHER in
Family, Faith, and Forward motion. This is where the Lord is calling us…..can you sense it
also?
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You don’t have to be blood to be family. Blood
doesn’t make family…Love does. Those who
accept you for who you are. Those that would do
anything to see you smile. Family makes time for
you and will drop everything to be by your side
no matter what you are going through. 
Having Faith and knowing that the Lord has
placed people in your path, some for a season.
We don’t realize it at the time but we must trust
and know that there is a purpose behind
everything the Lord does.   This process may be
difficult, at times. He sees everything from the
beginning to the end so he knows who should be
in our life and who should not. Those that help us
grow by teaching truth, guide us to making good
decisions and to stay strong and not give up. No
matter the circumstance, we have Faith.  
We must stand firm and keep moving forward.
We must not be complacent. We should always
be willing to learn and grow, in Christ.

Galatians 6:2
Share each other’s burdens, and in this way obey
the law of Christ
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The foundation of Faith starts with the Family. As a

family in Christ, we want to help build that

foundation but NOT without FUN. No one ever said

that kids church or church in general couldn’t be fun. 

Our summer event KIDZ Fest incorporates all these

factors to strengthen the FAITH foundation,

encourage the families and SOOO much FUN! We will

be making waves. As I looked up the definition of

Making Waves it said the stir up. I can’t think of

anything better than stirring up the faith in our kids

than by sharing the gospel to them and our

community. The FUN factor will not be overlooked.

As we start a new school year we pray that they

continue to Make Waves though out their families,

schools and community

Making

Waves KIDZ FEST
2022
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HAPPY SUMMER FAMILY!!
Family is defined as a group of persons United by the
ties of marriage, blood or adoption. We have parents,
siblings, cousins, aunts, uncles and many of us have
children. We are also blessed to be called children of
God. He adopted us as His own!!  WE ARE FAMILY!!!
We, Gods children, are able to have an absolute and
confident trust in our Father. 

We have faith in Him. Hebrews 11:1 says “Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about
what we do not see.”

 I love the Time Out ministry as it is designed to help families. Not all families are perfect or are they easy all
the time. There are times that we just need a break from each other. Sometimes parents or guardians are a
bit overwhelmed. We get it. We are there to provide a safe and caring environment with no strings
attached.

 Moving forward as our church moves forward, my prayer is that we can help more and more families and
that we will always have the tools, volunteers and especially the love , that Christ gave us first, to shine
through to others and that they also may become a part of our family. Gods family. ♥



Isaiah 43:18-19 “Remember not the former things,
nor consider the things of old. Behold, I am doing
a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not
perceive it? I will make a way in the wilderness
and rivers in the desert. “I quoted my husband
the other day while counseling someone a very
familiar phrase that we all know. “It’s hard to
drive a car while looking in a rear view mirror”-
William McCarty. That phrase is just as true today
as the day in which he said it. It is extremely hard
to drive forward while looking backward. We
could no more do this in a car then we could do
this while walking or while do any other thing. I
was watching a movie the other day and in that
movie there is a song that the character sings
that has a line in it that talks about doing the
next right thing. The next right thing is always to
move forward it is to learn from the past but not
dwell in the past. Moving forward is not
something that is always easy. It takes faith and
persistence. In ATP31 we have started a Bible
study that is looking at our past areas of trying to
control things in our lives and changing our
patterns by submitting ourselves to Christ and
allowing Him to really control all things. The
series is called “It’s All Under Control” by Jennifer
Lee. Our next one will be on Saturday June 18th.
You don’t want to miss it. We will have several
more sessions throughout the summer months
so stay tuned.  

Let’s do a new thing together and put our faith
forward. 
Blessings

Christ is the head of our household and as you
submit to Him and follow in His example, your
responsibilities as a husband will come into
clearer focus. As you submit to Christ as the head
of your home, you’ll be stepping into your God-
given responsibility as the primary leader of your
home.

Our role is to be a provider, not just financially,
but we should also contribute to the emotional,
spiritual, physical and mental well-being of the
family. Today, more than ever, the world needs
godly men.Men who will step up and
courageously lead at home, at church, at work,
and in their communities.

As we continue to encourage each other to be
more Christlike and reflect Godly character we
build our Faith.
We must keep moving forward to be better, to
do better and represent Christ better, in all we
do. 

1 Corinthians 16:13-14
Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be
courageous; be strong. Do everything in love.
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We have a goal for each and every class in our
Mpact Girls club ministry. That main goal is to
see every girl moving toward a deep relationship
with our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The ages of
our girls start with 3 to 5 year old girls and
boys(Rainbows). And then kindergarten girls
(Daisies). Our next class is 1st and 2nd grade
girls(Prims). Our oldest class is 3rd, 4th, and 5th
grade girls.(Stars). One thing the girls learn
quickly is that their teachers are role models and
are very sincere in their teaching

The girls are taught through adventures,
activities, games and stories. More importantly,
each teacher shows the girls in their classes that
God loves them and wants to have a relationship
with them. I thank the Lord for each of our
teachers because their hearts are dedicated to
teaching and instilling the Word of God in each
girl. It is amazing to see a girl starting in
“Rainbows” and when they grow to “Stars” class
they know many scriptures, what the scriptures
mean and how to apply the scriptures in their
lives. 

If you have a daughter that would be in one of
these classes and you have questions about the
class, feel free to talk with them.

Lori Aldrich…Rainbows
Stacey Eaton…..Daises
Vivienne Craft or Barbara Stevens….Prims
Robin Pallet……Stars

Don’t let your daughter miss out,

Family is a tricky word. We assign it to those we

are in blood relation to. However, we, as the body

of Christ, are a family. For many of us, we have

experienced the brokenness of homes and know

the impact it can have on either our lives or those

around us. It is the unfortunate result of a broken

and hurting world. I relate to this as I come from

a broken and blended home. Within the church,

we should always feel as though we are the

family of Christ as we are a broken and blended

people.

Royal Rangers is a MENtoring program with the

emphasis on Christ. I emphasize “MEN” for a

reason. When young men do not have father

figures, there is a void in the leadership role

called upon by the Word. Not to diminish the

role a mother will play; I am a child of God

because of my mother’s leading, however, I

needed a father figure. HWWC Commanders

have the heart of MENtors, wanting nothing

more than to bring Faith in God to your young

men and families. We pray for the forward

progression and development in Christ in your

families. We are one body in Christ and we are

here to serve your family. 1 Corinthians 12:12

(HCSB) “For just as the body is one and has many

members, and all the members of the body,

though many, are one body, so it is with Christ.” –

Semper Gumbi.
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Cue High School Musical song, “Fabulous” where

it says, “Goodbye clouds of gray, hello skies of

blue. A dip in the pool, a trip to the spa.” This

about the summertime – it’s a time of relaxation,

no school, no stress, etc. It’s not only all those

things, but it’s time to focus on three things –

family, faith & moving forward. Summertime is a

great time to spend time together as a family.

Have a dip in the pool, or a trip to the spa! Why

not? We know you’re probably saying look, I have

a teenager, they don’t want to be seen with me.

Find something they would like to do and do it

with them! Make it fun for everyone. Take turns

doing activities each other likes to do. Turn your

activities into faith based if you can. Challenge

your students to read a chapter or two a day of

the Bibles. Make it a family competition – it’s not

only a great thing to do, but it gets the entire

family reading their Bible, together. Lastly, get

ready to move forward, take time this summer to

relax, we will encourage you to do that. But don’t

forget all that God has done this past year, this

past season, etc. The school year is over; it’s time

to take a breath. But here comes the next school

year with harder classes, new schools, new

teachers, etc. Remember not to look back and

look to God in this season. It’s time we all move

forward in what we are doing. Take time this

summer to hang out with your families, have a

little Bible trivia with your kiddos, and reflect on

what God has in store for the upcoming

season(s). 

Happy Summer, HWWC!

This summer, the Anchored Deep family is

excited to kick off its next study, Find Your

People: Building Community in a Lonely World,

by Jennie Allen. In this study, we will journey

through Genesis to learn more about God's

original plans for true community with others.

Additionally, we will challenge our faith and each

other to dive into the hard work of true

community-building through taking on the tasks

of (1) proximity, (2) transparency, (3)

accountability, (4) shared mission, and (5)

consistency.  

As HWWC aims to be a 'Community of Hope,

Help, and Healing," we could think of nothing

better than to help the young adults of HWWC

move forward in doing the work of building that

community. Anchored Deep starts Find Your

People: Building Community in a Lonely World

on Saturday June 18th @ 6pm at the Alley home.

If you're between the ages of 18-25, we hope

you'll join us!

Be a Builder,
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Caring 
for the
church body
By Rev. Barbara Stevens

Here we are in, summer mode. We want to know.

what is family to you? Is it a father, mother, and

child, or anyone who is related by blood? But in

God's eyes we are all one big family under Him.

In our Manna ministry we feed all that come

seeking help, and we keep faith in God to be able

to do so. Without faith it would be impossible to

please God. We are always thinking of ways to

keep striving forward in order to help more and

more people. A part of that is to spread the word

and love of God through our connection to the

community. We genuinely love all of the families

we serve and are honored that God allows us to

serve his children. 

"It is impossible to please God without faith.

Anyone who wants to come to him must

believe that God exists and that he rewards

those who sincerely seek him."

Hebrews 11:6

MINISTRIES
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SCARE – DEFINITION – ”To feel concern or

interest, attach importance to someone or

something.”Pastor’s messages have been leaning

in this direction for the past few weeks, but

particularly when he talked about

“remembering.” When you are feeling out of the

loop, what helps you feel included again? For me,

it doesn’t take a whole lot really, just knowing

that someone has thought about me. Could be a

call, card, text, a purposeful “I-want-to-give-you-

a-hug, Barb” type of contact, but something

intentional that tells me that I am on the mind of

someone.   It’s easy to do, but we all struggle with

intentionally acting on our thoughts of others. “I

was thinking about you the other day,” is made

even more impactful when there is a

corresponding action. “I love you!” is made even

more real when there is an action that follows it. 

 We have a couple of ministries here that cause

us to be intentional and purposeful with regard

to our church family, caring cards, and our

monthly contacts, but we don’t have to wait until

we know who our contacts are, we can just act

on whomever has crossed our mind.  Jesus

followed up his testimony of his love for us by

substituting his life for ours. So the next time we

“feel concern or interest in a friend,”  let’s follow it

up and pay that thought forward with

something practical. I’m going to work on doing

this!



What does mean to have faith in God?
To have faith in God means to trust God in every
thing in your life. To help do this we need to
spend time in God's Word....The Bible. 
James 1 :2-4 NLT says, 2) Dear brothers and
sisters, when troubles of any kind come your way,
consider it an opportunity for great joy. 3) For you
know that when your faith is tested, you
endurance has a chance to grow. 4) So let it
grow, for when your endurance is fully
developed, you will be complete, needing
nothing. It's hard having faith so.etimes isn't it?
Keep your eyes on Jesus and dig in God's Word to
help you trust and have faith. 
Family. How many is in your family? I have 84.
How many is in our HWWC family? A lot!! I never
knew what it meant to be in the church family. I
grew up in church. We say at HWWC there are no
strangers, just family. First day I walked into our
building, I immediately felt like I was apart of the
family. Not oydo I love being with my fa.ily, I also
love being with our church family singing praises
to God and all of us growing together to be
closer to God and to learn as much as we can.
Hang on to our church family. As Pastor Mac says,
look to see who's missing and contact them. Just
like you do with your family. You contact them. 
Now that covid craziness is a behind us, let's
move forward in 2022 and look to see who is still
missing and hasn't come back to church. Let's
reach out to them and encourage them. Let
them know they are missed and we would love
to see their Build your faith. Stay in God's Word
and stay connected with your family and our
HWWC family. 
Build your faith. Stay in God's Word. Stay
connected to our HWWC family and to your
family. 

Romans 10:17 tells us that faith comes by hearing

and hearing by the word of God. When we read

our Bible are we hearing what God is saying to

us? I know for myself I don't always take the time

for reading my Bible. The excuse I used is that I'm

so busy. A short time ago I went before the Lord

and asked him to forgive me for not giving him

the time he so deserves. He has blessed me with

a deep faith and believing he will answer our

prayers. Our Faithwalkers scripture is we live by

faith and not by sight! God has blessed me with a

wonderful blood family and a church family.

When you have a lot of family living in one house

it can sometimes be very chaotic but when I get

together with my church family I feel such a

peace. Healing Waters Worship Center makes me

feel loved. Every month when our faith Walkers

gather for our time of Fellowship I feel so blessed.

To have a group of people who show their love

and support to you is so important. I'm looking

forward to the future as we grow and reach more

seniors and our community so that we can share

God's love to them. God bless each and everyone

of you! Brenda Kincaid and Mattie Firth 
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“Praise be to the name of God for ever and ever; wisdom and power are His. He
changes times and seasons; He deposes kings and raises up others; He gives
wisdom to the wise and knowledge to the discerning. He reveals deep and
hidden things; He knows what lies in darkness, and light dwells with Him.”
Daniel 2:20-22

In the last couple months we have seen the economy get worse, more mass
shootings, and war. The world’s issues just compound our personal issues.
Relationships suffer. Our health suffers. There seems to be no end to it all. We
tend to make our problems bigger than God. I have found myself asking; “Are
my problems too big for God to handle?” The simple answer is “No, He’s not.”
When I get overwhelmed with life and my anxiety levels rise, I try to remember
to look up at the sky and look right at God. If we focus on Him and His promises
and not what’s going on around us, everything else seems to melt away. The
God who created the heavens and the earth cares and loves us and holds us in
His hands.

Louie Giglio, a Christian minister, has a sermon he entitled “If The Earth Was a
Golfball,” in which he compares the size of earth to other stars in our galaxy. In
summary: If earth was the size of a golfball then the sun would be 15 feet in
diameter. 960,000 earths could fit inside the sun. The earth seems small, right.
Hold on. Another star is called Betelgeuse. Betelgeuse is twice the size as the
earth's orbit around the sun. If earth was a golfball then Betelgeuse would be
the size of 6 Empire State Buildings stacked on top of each other. You could fit
262 trillion earths inside Betelgeuse. Wow. Further out from Betelgeuse is the
star Mu Cephei. If earth was a golfball then Mu Cephei would be the width of 2
Golden Gate Bridges end to end. You could fit 2.7 quad trillion earths inside Mu
Cephei. Double Wow. The largest star that’s been discovered is Canis Majoris. If
the earth was a golfball, Canis Majoris would be the height of Mount Everest. If
the earth was a golfball, the amount of earths that would fit inside Canis Majoris
would cover the entire state of Texas 22 inches deep. And there’s more stars out
there that are larger yet to be discovered.

Sin and problems have a way of shrinking God down in our minds. But, just a
glimpse at the universe resizes everything. If God can create the vastness of the
heavens, so vast that we can not comprehend it, then our problems/issues
seem very small. Yet, the God who created the heavens cares for us and takes
every cry we make to heart, and wants to help us with the same power and love
He used to create it all.

Problems
for God
By Ritchie Craft

Aren't too big



One of the most significant things in my life has

been seeing the example my parents have set by

serving God with devoted and willing hearts. I

grew up in a faith-filled home where praise and

worship unto God was of no shortage. Their lives,

and their love for Christ not only shaped their

hearts, minds and way of living but it shaped me

as well. Something we learned very early on in

young adults ministry was inter-generational

mentorship. And I think that is so vitally

important. That’s exactly what my parents did.

They poured everything they had learned and

loved about Christ into us as kids. They showed

us what it was to have faith and to desire a

relationship with Christ. This is why the family

unit is so important. This is why relationships

within the body of Christ is so important. When

we foster that mentorship and living by example

to those in our circle and outside of the circle we

are sharing our faith. We are doing what Christ

wanted. We are sharing his truth. I believe that’s

exactly how God designed us. He designed us to

be a family that strengthens and challenges one

another. We were made to hold each other to

the highest standard and to share that

relationship we have with Christ with others. I

would not be the person I am today if I had not

been sharpened and surrounded by faith filled,

worship living, and Christ loving people. Don’t

ever doubt your significance when sharing your

faith. 
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Are you teachable?
Can you push buttons?

We will gladly train anyone
who would like to learn
this essential position.



     As the Family of God, we can unite through Faith (trust/adhere/rely on God) while giving to accomplish His will
for HWWC to be a community of Hope, Help and Healing.  I read an article that stated: Giving 2-3% of your
income to the church is Normal giving ….. giving 10% of your income to the church is given by a Few ….. some give
abundantly …. and some give No Financial Support to the church …. It is a fact, that we need money to pay bills,
support Missions, Teach adults/teens/children biblical truths, and serve the poor and needy in our community.
God has never let us down. 
     All of us will give an account to God on how we used the resources He gave us. God wants us to be freed from
greed and debt. We don’t need to keep up with the Joneses. We need to live within our means. Don’t spend more
than you make and don’t go in debt to give. If you are in debt, devise a plan (Budget) and free yourself from that
bondage. In order to give freely, we must plan. 
     There are 288 verses that deal directly with money, in 16 of the parables Jesus spoke about money and
possessions, and there are over 2000 verses on money and possessions. Read these and ask the Holy Spirit to
show you how to be a good steward of everything God has trusted you with. 
      $0.02 more than $1 million? Sitting across from the offering box, he was observing how the crowd tossed
money in for the collection. Many of the rich were making large contributions. One poor widow came up and put
in two small coins—a measly two cents. Jesus called his disciples over and said, “The truth is that this poor widow
gave more to the collection than all the others put together. All the others gave what they’ll never miss, she gave
extravagantly what she couldn’t afford—she gave her all.”

      However much you’re giving today, know this: God is not looking at what’s in your hands but what’s in your
heart. *The lesson of the widow’s mite can be found in: Mark 12:41-44 or Luke 21:1-4 So whether it be your finances,
your time or your energy – start saying yes. All of our resources, both personally and as a church, do not belong to
us, but to the Lord.   We should be a model of godly financial integrity as good stewards of God’s resources. 

                                                March                                      April                                          May
Contributions                  $31,025.82                         $17,455.43                            $22,390.76
Debt Reduction                  $160.00                              $140.00                                $340.00
Missions                                $550.00                             $450.00                                $630.00

Thank you for allowing me to serve you. May God Bless you all 

Partnering Together,

Trea$urer's
Report 

Lisa Williams
treasurer@hwwcnow.org 

March - May 2022
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Pray for our missionaries and their work around the world.Pray for our missionaries and their work around the world.

Wayne & Phyllys WozniakWayne & Phyllys Wozniak
Peru & ColombiaPeru & Colombia

Dr. Ayo & Grace AdewuyaDr. Ayo & Grace Adewuya
South East AsiaSouth East Asia

Rev S. Sam Selva RajRev S. Sam Selva Raj
Mrs. Jesy Veena SamMrs. Jesy Veena Sam

  IndiaIndia

God's Love cannot be contained

Rev. David Thomas
overflow@hwwcnow.org

'Someone said to Him, “Behold, Your mother and Your
brothers are standing outside seeking to speak to You.”
But Jesus answered the one who was telling Him and
said, “Who is My mother and who are My brothers?” And
stretching out His hand toward His disciples, He said,
“Behold My mother and My brothers! For whoever does
the will of My Father who is in heaven, he is My brother
and sister and mother.”' - Matthew 12:47-50

What was Jesus saying in Matthew 12? Was He saying that our earthly families are less important than
our church families? NO, of course not! Scripture makes our priorities in life clear with God being first,
Family second, and Church third. So why did He appear to slight His earthly family?

Much of what we expect from each other revolves around family. When we work “too much” we are
seen as neglecting our family and when we spend “too much” time with our family we are seen as
neglecting responsibility. The same is true for our church family both globally and locally. In fact, Jesus’
point here is that all believers ARE family in the fullest sense of the word. In order to move forward
together and share our faith effectively, we must remember that we are more than a social connection
of families; we ARE ONE LARGE FAMILY. Our immediate families’ needs are vitally important, of
course, as we have a significant, God-given responsibility to them. We must remember, however, that
we also have significant, God-given responsibilities to the family of God. We must not forego reaching
out to each other in fellowship and communion or we lose our ability to grow in Christ and our ability to
reach out to the lost!



reaching further up,
and farther out.


